
“Family Love” 
Designed by: Anam Stubbington      

Featuring: Lost & Found Christmas 

 

I loved the Lost & Found Christmas colors but wanted to use them for a non-Christmas layout as the combination of the browns and 

golds just inspired me to do a love layout. It took a little fiddling with placements but I think I made it work like it looked in my head. 
 

Supplies:  

Lost & Found Christmas Papers: Bright (2), 

Boughs, Holly. Lost & Found Christmas 
chipboard. Lost & Found 2: Sunshine Burlap 

Trim. Other: Heart Punch, Foam Adhesive, 

Distress tool.  

 
Instructions: 

Take the ‘Bright’ sheet, trim 2” off two sides 

without the glitter (so you are left with a 

10”x10” sheet) and cut in half lengthwise.  
 

Lay on top of each other with the cut edges on 

the outside and cut out your shape. This way 

the glitter decoration ends up in the middle part 
of your final page. Distress the outer shaped 

edges. 

 

Take both parts and adhere them to the 
‘Boughs’ sheet. Cut the boughs sheet to match 

the Bright shape so that it mats it. Distress the 

Edges. 

 
Mat this to the reverse of the second sheet of 

‘Bright’. 

 

Matt your photograph to the ‘Holly’ paper. 
Distress the edges. My photo has been trimmed 

to 4”x4.5” to focus to the people.  

 

From the Holly Paper, punch and distress two 
large hearts. Add them to the Chipboard circles 

with some foam adhesive making sure you 

cover the Santa/be jolly images.  

 
On the top left hand cluster, cut the note die-

cut in half and cut the banner die-cuts to 

match. Add the other chipboard and your 

journaling.  
 

Take the Large Love/Joy die-cut and cut so 

you have the swirls and the love part. Adhere 

under your photo.  Fray the burlap by 
removing the long threads after cutting off one 

edge.  Over lay the remaining chipboard and 

finish by adding the left aver burlap threads as 

the ribbon in the tag – we were lucky as we 
could use the S from the word tags – otherwise 

cover the tag in the holly paper and add an 

alpha of your choice.  
 

 
Have you signed up for the My Mind's Eye monthly newsletter? 

Show your love on Facebook for My Mind’s Eye. 

My Mind's Eye products can be found at your local scrapbook store. 

http://www.anamstubbington.typepad.com/
http://www.mymindseye.com/LFC/LFC.asp
http://www.mymindseye.com/Newsletter-Subscribe.asp
http://www.facebook.com/MyMindsEyeInc

